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The main purpose of this paper is using the mean value theorem of the Dirichlet
L-functions to study the distribution property of a sums analogous to the Dedekind
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1. INTRODUCTION
For a positive integer k and an arbitrary integer h, the Dedekind sum













if x is not an integer;
if x is an integer.
The various properties of S(h, k) were investigated by many authors.
Maybe the most famous property of the Dedekind sums is the reciprocity
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for all (h, k)=1, h>0, k>0. A three term version of (1) was discovered by
H. Rademacher [8]. Recently, Conrey et al. [5] studied the mean value









m+1) log3 k), (2)













In the spirit of [5] and [10], the author [12] obtained a sharper




















+O \k exp \ 4 ln kln ln k++ , (3)
where exp( y)=e y, ,(k) is the Euler function, >p: & k denotes the produc-
tion over all prime divisors of k with p: | k and p:+1 |% k.
G. H. Hardy [9] first introduced a sum analogous to the Dedekind sum,
i.e.,






where k>0 be an even number. B. C. Berndt [3] and J. M. Gandhi [6]
obtained some arithmetical properties of S2 (h, k).
In this paper, we give an asymptotic formula for $kh=1 |S2 (h, k)|
2 with
any even number k>2. The constants implied by the O-symbols and
the symbols << used in this paper do not depend on any parameter,
unless otherwise indicated. With the estimates for character sums and the
mean value theorem of Dirichlet L-functions, we prove the following main
result:
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+O \k exp \ 4 ln kln ln k++ ,
where exp( y)=e y.
From this theorem we may immediately deduce the following two
corollaries:













p2++O \k exp \
4 ln k
ln ln k++ .







p2+O \p exp \ 4 ln pln ln p++ .
2. SOME LEMMAS
To complete the proof of the theorem, we need the following several
lemmas.












where / denotes a Dirichlet character modulo d with /(&1)=&1, and
L(s, /) denotes the Dirichlet L-function corresponding to /.
Proof. (See reference [11]).
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Lemma 2. Let u and v are integers with (u, v)=d2, /0u be the principal




















+O \,(d )d exp \
3 ln m
ln ln m++ ,
where m=max(u, v).
Proof. Let r(n)=t | n /0u (t) /
0
v (nt), / be an odd character mod d. Then
for parameter Nd, with an application of Abel’s identity we have

















where A( y, /)=N<n y /(n) r(n)=n y /(n) r(n)&nN /(n) r(n).
First we have the partition identities (See [1] Theorem 3.17)
A( y, /)= :
n- y















/(m) /0v (m) :
nNm
/(n) /0u (n)
+\ :n- N /(n) /
0
u (n)+\ :n- N /(n) /
0
v (n)+
&\ :n- y /(n) /
0
























/(n) /0u (n)= :
d | u








where |(u) denotes the number of all different prime divisors of u. From
























/ mod d } :lNn /(l ) /
0






























<<y,2 (d) 2|(u)+|(v). (5)
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Thus from (5) and the Cauchy inequality we get
:
/(&1)=&1

































Note that for (ab, d )=1, from the orthogonality relation for character
sums modulo d we have
1


































































+O \,(d )d exp \
ln N
ln ln N++ , (7)
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where {(n) is the divisor function and r(n){(n)<<exp( (1+=) ln 2 ln nln ln n ) (See
[1] Theorem 13.12 ), = be any fixed positive number.







|A( y, / )|  ,12 (d ) \ :
/(&1)=&1
/ mod d
|A( y, / )| 2+
12



















|A( y, / )|+ dy
<<,32 (d )(ln N)2 N&122|(n)+|(v). (8)





































+O \,(d )d exp \
3 ln m
ln ln m++
This proves Lemma 2.
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where (d1 , d2) denotes the greatest common divisors of d1 and d2 .
Proof. It is known that ,(n) is a multiplicative function, so without loss
of generality we can assume q= p:, a power of prime p. Let d=(d1 , d2),

















































( p&1)2 ( p2+1)
+
( p3:&1)( p2&1)3










( p&1)2 ( p2+1)
+
( p3:&1)( p2&1)3
( p3&1)( p&1)( p2+1)
+2
( p3:&2& p:)( p2&1)2
( p&1)2 ( p2+1)
&2
p( p3:&3&1)( p2&1)3

























This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
In this section, we complete the proof of the theorem. Let k=2;M be an
integer with ;1 and 2 |% M. First note that 2 | k and
















































































/1 (h) /2 (h) |L(1, /1)2| |L(1, /2)|2. (10)
For each /1 mod d1 , it is clear that there exists one and only one q1 | d1
with a unique primitive character /1q1 mod q1 such that /1=/
1
q1
/0d1 , here /
0
d1





here q2 | d2 , and /2q2 is a primitive character mod q2 . Note that d1 | k2 and



















Let d=(d1 , d2). If q1=q2 and /1q1=/
2
q2
, then /1q1 /
0
d is also a character


















































































































+O \k exp \ 4 ln kln ln k++ . (12)







































































































+O \k exp \ 4 ln kln ln k++ . (14)
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+O \k exp \ 4 ln kln ln k++ .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of the corollaries. If k=2;M be a square-free even number, then





























































p2++O \k exp \
4ln k
ln ln k++ .
This completes the proof of Corollary 1.
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